
Ballyclare High School Indoor O 2023 
Information for competitors 

 

 The school is mapped at 1:750. 

 The map will be on an A3 page, portrait. 

 The map is not orientated to magnetic north, but is aligned to the angular shape of the 
building. This means that magnetic north is +35 degrees from the long side of the page. Ie 
the map is aligned approximately to the NW.  

 The school is a multi-storey building so each level of the building is identified with a floor 
number with 0 (zero) being the ground floor. Each level is mapped separately and shown 
with the uppermost floor at the top of the page. 

 Staircases which connect levels are identified with a letter in blue on the map on each 
relevant level.  

 Staircases which connect levels also have an arrow in blue pointing upwards. 

 Steps which are on the same level on the map do not have an arrow. 

 The school grounds including courtyards are also on the map at the ground floor (Level 0), 
but there will be limited opportunity to go outside. 

 External doors which must not be used are shown with a purple bar. Only external doors 
without a purple bar may be used. 

 Corridors with a purple arrow may only be used in the direction of the arrow. 

 Outdoors the paved area is shown as a dark brown. 

 Indoors accessible areas are shown as light brown. 

 Areas of the building which are not to be accessed are shown as building. 

 Canopies which are outdoors are shown as canopies. 

 Furniture within the school (eg desks, benches etc) has not been mapped, except where 
there is a visual barrier (eg a library shelf) which is shown as an impassable fence. 

 Purple bars indicating a closed door or a temporary barrier 
must not be crossed by any part of the body. 

 The retaining wall symbol is used where on the same level 
there is a height difference et a stage. 

 Doors of classrooms are generally open, but if any are 
closed where the room is shown as accessible, then these 
doors may be opened. 

 Doors into areas of the building which are shown as 
inaccessible (dark grey building symbol) will generally be 
locked, but if not must not be accessed. 

 The lights in the school will be on, but some arears have 
lights which will automatically switch off after a period. 
Therefore a head torch is recommended. 

 To assist with locating of controls, control circles have a 
dot in the centre. 

 Control description will be on the map but will be 
orientated to the top of the map, rather than north. 

 Please take care, particularly on staircases and blind 
corners. 

 The map as used in 2019 is available on the event page on 
the LVO website: https://lvo.org.uk/allfixtures/indoor-o-
and-club-social/  

 
 


